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“Vital places draw our attention to the life that pulses through our
everyday worlds. In urban areas, these places help us rethink what
our responsibilities to nature might be by reframing our ideas about
where nature is. A balcony, a backyard, a garden, a city, a bioregion.
Awareness doesn’t always follow in that order, radiating outward
like the concentric circles of a pebble splash, but an initial encounter
with other species can grow into a wider effort to connect the dots.”
- Gavin Van Horn, The Way of Coyote: Shared Journeys in Urban Wilds

Friends of the Chicago River (Friends) is an award-winning nonprofit organization whose
mission is to improve and protect the Chicago River for people, plants, and animals. With over
16,000 members, volunteers, and online advocates, Friends works to make the river greener
and more accessible, while building awareness of the benefits that a clean, healthy river can
bring to the surrounding community. Friends of the Chicago River is working continuously
to make the Chicago River a natural, blue-green corridor of accessible public open space that
benefits people and wildlife.

Chicago River Conservation and Recovery Plan
This habitat-focused action plan is just one component of a larger effort by Friends to outline
the specific steps needed to realize our vision for the blue-green corridor. This document
serves as the wildlife chapter of a suite of documents called the Chicago River Conservation
and Recovery Plan (CRCRP). When completed, the CRCRP will contain four documents,
starting with the Vision Plan which will catalog principles to guide program decision making.
The principles will build upon past successes, propose future goals, and outline high level
strategies. The Vision Plan will be closely tied to Friends’ strategic plan. Three detailed action
plans will support the Vision Plan with topic areas covering wildlife (this document), people,
and water. The action plan documents will outline more specific project focus areas, tasks, and
timelines to shape the near term work of Friends and our partners.
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Introduction
Until relatively recently, cities were not considered important places for wildlife. Ecologically, they
were assumed to be devoid of meaningful wildlife populations and difficult places to support high
quality habitat [12; 20; 22]. Today, the perspective has changed. Numerous scientific organizations
and experts recognize that with the continued urbanization of the globe, cities are an integral part of
the solution to the threats from climate change and other processes that are endangering our native
and migratory species. Michael Rosenzweig, evolutionary ecologist and author of Win-Win Ecology
explains that, “We must abandon any expectation that reserves by themselves, whether pristine or
restored, will do much more than collect crumbs. They are the 5 percent. We need to work on the 95
percent [20]”
Cities serve as sanctuaries for wildlife, just as they do for human populations, because cities are
strategically located in beneficial geological and hydrological areas [22]. Urban sprawl, industrial
agriculture, pollution, and deforestation in exurban communities have created large swaths of rural
lands that are ill-suited to support our most fragile species [12; 20]. At the same time, urban protected
open spaces, managed natural areas, parks, waterways, and even residential yards can be respite
zones and movement corridors for many animals. The improvements to these urban places improve
longevity and health for endangered species and the human communities that call the surrounding
neighborhoods home. Rosenzweig promotes the idea of mutually beneficial “reconciliation ecology,”
described as “the science of inventing, establishing, and maintaining new habitats to conserve species
diversity in places where people live, work, and play. [20]”
The Chicago River system is a significant opportunity to use this approach. The river already serves
as a linear corridor that connects between larger green networks and an important migratory link for
terrestrial, avian, and aquatic species. Natural habitat in the river and on adjacent lands is fragmented,
limited, or in poor condition though, and even today the river is fenced off and inaccessible in
many locations [1]. To expand the river’s role as a habitat system, a broader strategy for open space
connectivity and landscape restoration is needed to inform development and stewardship decisions.
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Purpose & Goals of this Initiative
One of the most critical challenges facing urban wildlife is safe movement [8; 12]. Species need to
move between habitat areas throughout their life, especially in cities where habitat is fragmented into
many small patches, rather than larger single acreages. Wildlife move to find mates, find food, avoid
disturbance from human activities, avoid predators, and to find new habitat [8; 12]. The Chicago
River is well suited to play a larger role as an urban wildlife connectivity corridor. The river system
is comprised of macro and micro habitats that act as links and nodes, but roads, buildings, and other
human activities act as barriers between these places [5; 6; 15].
As a component of Friends of the Chicago River’s broader Blue-Green Corridor Vision, this initiative
aims to identify specific projects, strategies, and opportunities to enhance, protect, and restore the
urban wildlife connectivity corridor system in the watershed. To realize our vision, we need to
strengthen connectivity, through the creation of new linear micro habitats, restoration of currently
degraded or contaminated habitat, and protection of valuable existing open space areas.
This document serves as a framework for the discussion of wildlife habitat connectivity in the
Chicago River system, and is intended as a broad outline of the existing challenges, context, and a
catalogue of unique requirements for a successful Blue-Green Corridor.
This initial framework is intended to outline the topics for a more detailed conversation about river
habitat connectivity with Friends’ expert partners that will occur in the coming months.

North American river otters.

Ruby meadowhawk dragonfly.
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Our Blue-Green Corridor Vision
URBAN
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In the face of climate change and pressure from a rapidly urbanizing context, the protection and
enhancement of a continuous corridor of open spaces, habitats, and healthy waterways is essential for
the future of the Chicago River watershed.
The Blue-Green Corridor is envisioned as a network of green spaces, sustainable developments,
and pathways surrounding the Chicago River with the goal of managing rainwater, expanding urban
plant cover, and providing opportunities for active urban lifestyles with access to beneficial natural
experiences.
The Blue-Green Corridor aims to protect the ecological, hydrological, and social health of the urban
landscape and to enhance the function of the water cycle, while also increasing the ability of the river
system to address the effects of climate change directly, through nature based solutions.
A key component of realizing this vision is to ensure that the Chicago River system supports a
thriving native wildlife population, made up of diverse species. The wildlife and habitat related
components of the Blue-Green Corridor Vision include:
•

Sustainable native wildlife populations (aquatic, terrestrial, and avian) located in restored habitats
of many scales.

•

Wildlife connectivity corridors made up of linear spaces and micro habitats that connect larger
acreage habitat refuges.

•

Free and clear passage throughout the river system for aquatic species, protection from
waterborne pollutants, trash, and other threats.

•
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Naturally sloped and restored river banks, landscaped with diverse native riparian plant species.

Friends of the Chicago River

Channel catfish release, 2014. Source: MWRD

Our Approach to Corridor Connectivity
To prepare for this initiative, Friends reviewed other urban wildlife connectivity planning efforts
in North America. Our review revealed that the process requires a combination of science, creative
thinking, and professional knowledge based on field experience. The following project components
appear to be essential to these other efforts and will be replicated in this project [8; 10; 13; 16; 21]:

1. Agree on a process that involves both digital mapping and data review, as well as field
verification.

2. Use maps to identify core habitat hubs and patches, with information about what species
utilizes each area.

3. Evaluate existing connectivity opportunities and identify gaps and barriers.
4. Verify these strategies with experts and public stakeholders using an iterative review process.
5. Define a realistic implementation strategy to realize the vision.
This Framework Plan is the first step in initiating this process. More information on the next project
tasks can be found in the “What’s Next” portion of this document.

Wildlife Conservation & Landscape Restoration Framework Plan
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Issues, Challenges, & Threats
Despite being physically altered throughout its history to support shipping and other river commerce,
the Chicago River system maintains over 536 miles of naturally sloped shoreline and 37,000 acres
of open space within a half mile. This reality is often misunderstood by the general public, who
only see the core urban river areas and not the broader ecological system that it is part of. With this
wider view, it is possible to see the potential to create a healthy network of connected open spaces
and habitats. To realize this potential, it is critical to outline solutions for addressing the remaining
challenges and threats facing the river’s habitat network, including [5; 8; 14]:
•

Degradation: Like any rustbelt, postindustrial city, Chicago’s open areas, vacant land, and
green spaces face many challenges. Vacant parcels, that are left unmanaged, offer opportunities
to create new habitat, but they will likely require careful environmental assessment, clean up, and
vegetative restoration work to make them functional components of the wildlife connectivity
system.

•

Fragmentation: As the city grows and densifies, remaining open space opportunities are
subdivided into smaller and smaller clusters. This is especially true along the river’s edge, with
rapidly growing interest and value of river edge property. Broader strategies are needed to help
inform local development planning and design to support the protection and expansion of urban
habitat networks. In addition, remaining dams and other outdated instream infrastructure restrict
the movement of aquatic species and need to be removed to support a healthy riverine habitat.

Mallard duck trapped with plastic litter.
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Common overuse of road salts near waterways

Friends of the Chicago River

Bubbly Creek (South Fork of the South Branch of the Chicago River) following a CSO event.

•

Disturbance: In urban areas, such as the Chicago River corridor, disturbance can be a
significant determinant of the success of a habitat zone. Disturbances stem from noise, sound,
light, and other human impacts stemming from roadways, sidewalks, and development. These
challenges can be mitigated through edge buffering, using landscape or other materials.

•

Water pollution: Though substantial improvements have been made to water quality in
the Chicago River system since Friends’ founding in 1979, pollutants from stormwater runoff,
adjacent uses, trash, and combined sewage overflows persist. In order to fully realize our vision of
a healthy waterway that supports healthy wildlife, these problems need to be addressed.

•

Climate crisis: The effects of climate change on urban areas is especially visible; today we
face increased flooding, more frequent and damaging storm events, unpredictable temperature and
seasonal changes, and extensive losses to native species populations. Our regional ecosystem of
plants and animals will be greatly affected by these challenges. Increasing protected green spaces,
improving habitat areas, and providing more safe refuges for native wildlife are critical steps we
can take to address head on the threats our global community will face in the years to come.

Wildlife Conservation & Landscape Restoration Framework Plan
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Elements of the Chicago River Habitat Network
The Chicago River touches many diverse urban places, ranging from preserved conservation lands
to low density suburban communities, industrial zones, and dense urban downtown neighborhoods.
The types of habitat that remain have, at some point in history, been altered or adapted for human
use [5; 14]. Throughout Friends’ history we have worked with our partners to restore these areas
back to healthier ecosystems, and to reconcile human activities with the support for urban wildlife
communities. The palette of Chicago River habitat that we work with and its characteristics are
described on the following pages.

McClaughrey Springs Woods, Forest Preserves of Cook County.
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Uplands
Uplands refer to the land at the top of the sloped river banks. Upland habitats consist of wetlands,
prairies, yards, river edge parks, and forested areas. Though opportunities for upland restoration work
is limited in the immediate downtown, many areas in the Chicago River system such as municipal
properties, vacant land, and preserves, provide potential to improve the quality of and connectivity
between upland habitat. Upland habitats make up the largest land area in the Chicago River habitat
network. In some areas of the river system, the river channel is bordered by 200-400 feet of publiclyowned land managed by the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRD).
Some of this land is leased to park districts, agencies, utilities, and private businesses. Friends works
with MWRD and other large public property owners to ensure that valuable open space parcels are
protected and properly managed to ensure that the benefits of these urban open spaces are retained [5;
14; 15].

Mill Creek, Forest Preserves of Cook County

LaBagh Woods, Forest Preserves of Cook County

Wildlife Conservation & Landscape Restoration Framework Plan
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Riparian
The riparian zone refers to the area immediately adjacent to the river, from where the water meets the
banks (known as the “toe”) upwards to the top of the bank. This system is made up of three vegetated
zones [5; 14; 15]:
•

Riverbank: The riverbank area is where the land meets the water’s edge, this zone may be
seasonally / intermittently flooded.

•

Emergent: The emergent area, which lies within a shallow wet area of river edge sediment, has
shoreline or marginal plants that are rooted in the river bed.

•

Submergent: The submergent area, which has rooted and non-rooted submerged plants, is
continuously wet.

The riparian zone of the Chicago River varies greatly throughout the system, but roughly 75% of
the edges of the river remain naturally sloped. The other 25% of the river has a combination of stone
rip rap, steel seawall or sheet piling, and/or concrete or wooden structures. The walled bank areas
are primarily located within the City of Chicago. The riparian zone faces many challenges, whether
naturally sloped or walled, including erosion. Manmade, channelized waterways result in steeply
sloped banks (often greater than 30 degrees) which are under constant threat from erosion or failure [5].
Erosion occurs during rain events, where rainwater runs through open soil areas that lack a healthy
rooted plant structure to stabilize them. The result is widening gullies, soil loss, and over time the
reduction of the amount of land for habitat in the riparian zone. Erosion can be prevented by fostering
healthy undergrowth on the river’s edge, with deep-rooted native plants and shrubs [5; 14].

North Shore Channel, Chicago
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Horner Park, Chicago

Friends of the Chicago River

Riparian Zone Diagram from the Chicago River Design Guidelines,
Source: City of Chicago Department of Planning and Development,
and site design group, ltd.

Wildlife Conservation & Landscape Restoration Framework Plan
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Aquatic
The river channel itself, though substantially changed from its natural state, is a living aquatic habitat
system. Instream habitat has improved substantially over the past 40 years due to the extensive
stewardship by Friends and our many environmental partners. The river’s hydrology (relationship
to the water cycle) and morphology (the physical shape of river channels) varies greatly throughout
the 156 mile system, and is made up of gravel and sand riverbeds, rocky areas, deep and shallow
stretches, with differing levels of instream vegetation, sediment, and water quality. Many areas that
were channelized have deteriorated structurally over time, which in the case of instream habitat, is
beneficial. As the riverbed and banks slowly move towards a more natural shape, more opportunities
for underwater habitats are created. Some of the components and challenges that contribute to healthy
instream habitat are [5; 14]:
•

Temperature: Because the Chicago River is generally a slow moving waterway and the water
in the river is primarily from wastewater effluent and industrial cooling water, the temperature
conditions stay relatively consistently warm, causing challenges for fish populations. These
warm water conditions do however provide greater opportunities for year round habitation by
waterfowl. More study is needed to understand the relationship to the water temperature and
underwater habitat.

•

Depth: Reaches of the Chicago River system that are maintained for shipping use are, on
average, much deeper than a river in its natural state; ranging from between four and 24 feet in
depth. Many areas of the river are consistently deep, which can cause challenges for fish moving
throughout the system.

Large Mouth Bass.
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Instream Plantings.
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Instream Turtle Habitat.

•

Common bank condition, Forest Preserves of Cook County

Water Quality: Numerous water quality improvements have been achieved in recent years,
allowing for an increase in the abundance, weight, and health of aquatic species. However, water
quality issues persist, including continued contamination from sewage and stormwater runoff.

•

Sediment: Sediment deposited on the river bottom covers fish spawning beds and is harmful
to aquatic filter feeding organisms. On numerous river stretches, elevated levels of chemical
contaminants and organic debris are found in the sediment. In some locations, there is a high
Sediment Oxygen Demand (SOD), referring to the rate at which dissolved oxygen is consumed
through decomposition. This means that less oxygen is available for fish and other species.

•

Invasive Species: Invasive / exotic species compete with native species for resources, and often
deplete habitat areas putting native populations at risk. Invasive / exotic species found in the
Chicago River system include Common carp (Cyprinus carpio) and Rusty crayfish (Orconectes
rusticus). Many organizations in the region are working to protect our waterways from invasive
species, Friends is a strong supporter/partner of these efforts.

•

Water Control Structures: Water control structures, such as dams, inhibit the movement of
aquatic wildlife through waterways. In the early 2000s, Friends’ lobbying of Illinois Governor
Pat Quinn helped win support for dam removal projects in the Chicago River system. In 2015,
the Forest Preserves of Cook County removed the Winnetka Road Dam and in 2018 the US Army
Corp of Engineers lead a project to remove the North Branch Dam. Remaining dams targeted
by Friends for removal in the future include the Chick Evans Golf Course Dam and the Tam
O’Shanter Golf Course Dam.

Wildlife Conservation & Landscape Restoration Framework Plan
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Heron on the North Shore Channel.

Chicago River Wildlife
The Chicago River system is a living, natural resource that is home to hundreds of different species,
ranging from large mammals like coyotes (Canis latrans) and American mink (Neovison vison)
to the tiny Ebony jewelwing (Calopteryx maculata) damselfly. Through times of modification,
pollution, and habitat degradation, the river has maintained its importance as a refuge for endangered
wildlife species such as the black-crowned night heron (Nycticorax nycticorax) and the Hine’s
emerald dragonfly (Somatochlora hineana). In a wildlife survey conducted by the MWRD, over
900 individual species of plants and animals were identified on their properties alone, including; 29
dragonflies, 26 damselflies, 29 butterflies, six amphibians, 12 reptiles, 198 birds, and 23 mammals.
The Forest Preserves of Cook County’s bird checklist includes 300 bird species that can be identified
in the preserves and along the river during the migration season. Due to water quality improvements
and stewardship, more than 70 species of fish are known to exist in the river, and the numbers and
biodiversity continue to rise. Routine MWRD fish sampling has illustrated these gains, one location
that found five species in 1985, found nearly three times that many in 2018 [1; 5; 14; 15; 16] .
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Preliminary Focal Species Identification
The focal species approach to wildlife connectivity planning involves selecting a group of species,
with specific habitat needs, whose success can be representative of broader urban ecological wildlife
biodiversity potential and population stability [8]. Building off of the work of Chicago Wilderness
and the input of over one hundred of their member organizations, the following list of eight regional
indicator species have been initially identified as potential focal species for this project. Based on
the recommendations from other wildlife connectivity corridor models, Friends did not solely select
at risk species. Doing so could cause further ecological imbalances, leading to the decline of other
wildlife populations. The goal of this effort is to promote sustainable wildlife populations with
balanced food chains.
The matrix below represents our initial focal species list. Friends has grouped the indicator species
by the types of habitat that species use to breed and reside. This organization of species is simplified
and intended as a planning tool, with full recognition that many species require multiple habitat types
throughout their lifespan, such as insect larvae and tadpoles.

Species Common Name
American mink
Red‐headed woodpecker
Red fox
Green darner dragonfly
American toad
Channel catfish
Painted turtle
Ruby‐crowned kinglet

Scientific Name
Neovison vison
Melanerpes erythrocephalus
Vulpes vulpes
Anax junius
Anaxyrus americanus
Ictalurus punctatus
Chrysemys picta
Regulus calendula

Type
Mammal
Bird
Mammal
Insect
Amphibian
Freshwater Fish
Reptile
Bird

Wildlife Conservation & Landscape Restoration Framework Plan

Breeding
riparian
upland
upland
aquatic
aquatic
aquatic
upland
n/a

Local habitat
riparian
upland
upland
aquatic/riparian/upland
aquatic/riparian
aquatic
aquatic
upland/riparian
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Uplands

Ruby Crown Kinglet
(Regulus calendula)

Red-Headed Wood Pecker
(Melanerpes erythrocephalus)

With its round body shape, short beak, and thin

Red-headed woodpeckers, with their red heads,

tail, it is when the male’s bright red crown is on

white bodies, and black and white wings live in

display that makes this species quick to identify.

woodland edges and open areas with coniferous

When passing through the state they spend time

and deciduous woodlands. They can also be

in shrubs and thickets primarily consuming

found in open areas with scattered trees and

insects. Their movements are often described

telephone poles. Their migration in the fall tends

as nervous, quickly traveling between branch to

to follow waterways. They are omnivores, in

branch while flicking their wings. Their song is

the summer they feed on insects by boring into

loud, a greater volume than you would expect

trees, while feeding on the ground, and flying.

from a tiny bird. They usually build nests high

During the winter they rely on corn and acorns

in trees, preferring older stands of coniferous

for food. They nest in a hole in dead or partially

species. Incredibly, females can lay up to 12

dead tree which may be eight to 80 feet above

eggs.

the ground.

Other Chicago River System Birds
Bald eagle, belted kingfisher, black-crowned
night heron, common merganser, Cooper’s
hawk, great egret, great-horned owl, green
heron, osprey, and Virginia rail.
20
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Red Fox
(Vulpes vulpes)

Green Darner Dragonfly
(Anax junius)

Red foxes resemble small dogs with orange,

North America’s most common dragonfly, the

reddish-yellow or reddish-brown fur and white

Green darner, is a big insect that grows about

undersides, with large bushy tails with white

8 cm long with a wingspan of 10 cm. This

tips. They eat rabbits, insects, and berries.

dragonfly has a dark green thorax and head,

Although they do not live in packs like wolves,

and a contrasting blue-shaded abdomen. The

they are still territorial and each fox defends his

darner’s wings are clear, although most of the

or her own territory. If possible, they remain

time it turns to a shade of amber as they mature,

in their chosen territory for life. They are shy

especially in female dragonflies. Green darners

animals but have found a way to survive in

may turn dark purple or gray in colder climates,

urban habitats alongside humans.

which allows them to absorb the sunlight and

Other Chicago River System Mammals

heat from the sun. They love hunting insects
found hovering over water.

American beaver, coyote, grey fox, groundhog,
least weasel, little brown bat, muskrat, red fox,

Other Chicago River System Insects

river otter, and Virginia opossum.

Alderfly, blue dasher dragonfly, Caddisfly,
dobsonfly, Eastern forktail damselfly, Hine’s
emerald dragonfly, mayfly, Monarch butterfly,
snipefly, and stonefly.

Wildlife Conservation & Landscape Restoration Framework Plan
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Riparian

American Mink
(Neovison vison)

Painted Turtle
(Chrysemys picta)

The American mink lives in forested areas that

Painted turtles have a smooth shell with red,

are near rivers, lakes, and marshes. American

orange, and yellow markings and a black or

mink are proficient swimmers and are capable of

greenish-brown shell. During the day they can

swimming for up to three hours at a time while

be seen basking in the sun. At night they rest

hunting. The American mink is carnivorous,

in the mud at the bottom of a shallow body of

feeding on rodents, fish, crustaceans, amphibians

water, or a partially submerged object. Painted

and even birds. In its natural range, fish are the

turtles feed mainly on plants and any small

mink’s primary prey. Mink inhabiting sloughs

animal they can catch such as fish, insects, and

and marshes primarily target frogs, tadpoles,

crustaceans. They have no teeth, but rather a

and mice. They are also formidable predators of

hard jaw made for gripping food.

muskrats, which they will chase underwater and
kill in their own burrows.

Other Chicago River System Reptiles
Blanding’s turtle, common garter snake,

More Chicago River System Mammals

common map turtle, common musk turtle,

Big brown bat, Eastern chipmunk, Eastern

common snapping turtle, Eastern spiny softshell

cottontail, Indiana bat, meadow vole, prairie

turtle, fox snake, Massasauga rattlesnake,

deer mouse, raccoon, striped skunk, silver haired

Northern water snake, and smooth green snake.

bat, thirteen lined ground squirrel.
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Aquatic

American Toad
(Anaxyrus americanus)

Channel Catfish
(Ictalurus punctatus)

American toads have short legs, stout bodies,

The channel catfish, like other catfish, has no

and thick skins with noticeable warts. Their skin

scales, a single bony spine in each pectoral fin

contains many glands that produce a poisonous

and the dorsal fin, and eight barbels around the

milky fluid, providing these toads with excellent

mouth. They have a deeply forked tail and the

protection from many of their predators. This

upper jaw is longer than the lower jaw. The

poison is only harmful if it is swallowed or if

body can be blue, gray, silver, or almost black.

it gets in the eyes. The skin color of American

Channel catfish prefer areas with deep water,

toads is normally a shade of brown, but it can

and gravel substrates, and slow current. They are

also be red with light patches, olive, or gray. The

omnivorous and will eat a wide variety of items

bellies are a white or yellow color. Toad skin

including insect larvae, crayfish, mollusks, fish

color changes depending on temperature, humid-

(dead or alive), and even some types of fruits

ity, and stress.

and berries.

Other Chicago River System
Amphibians

Other Chicago River System Fish

Blue spotted salamander, bullfrog, Eastern newt,

green sunfish, largemouth bass, longnose dace,

five lined skink, green frog, mudpuppy, Northern

northern pike, pumpkinseed sunfish, spotted gar,

leopard frog, spring peeper, tiger salamander,

and yellow bullhead.

American eel, banded killifish, fathead minnow,

and Western chorus frog.
Wildlife Conservation & Landscape Restoration Framework Plan
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Bat house being installed in the Forest Preserves of Cook County

Chicago River Stewardship
Background and Case Studies
For over 150 years the Chicago River system was polluted, degraded, and neglected. Water quality
deteriorated until it could only support the most tolerant of species. Starting in 1979, Friends began
building a case for improvement and developed planning tools that would protect and improve it.
The net result can be measured by an increase of fish species, a statewide dam removal program with
miles of critical upstream habitat reconnected, stormwater rules that include nature based solutions,
legal agreements and standards that improved water quality, installation of natural and constructed
instream habitat, hundreds of acres of natural open space that provide wildlife habitat and stormwater
infiltration, additional sewage treatments, and municipal and county driven river-based master plans.
Example river wildlife related “Case Study” projects selected from Friends’ history are summarized
on the following pages.
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Friends’ Recent Species Specific Project Map
Osprey Projects
Turtle Projects
Aquatic Habitat Projects
Bat Projects
Watershed Boundaries

Wildlife Conservation & Landscape Restoration Framework Plan
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Friends’ Wildlife Projects Matrix
The below select project list represents efforts by Friends together with our many partners including
the Chicago Park District, Friends of the Forest Preserves, Forest Preserves of Cook County, Illinois
Department of Natural Resources, Lake Forest Preserve District, Metropolitan Water Reclamation
District, National Forest Service, North Branch Restoration Project, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, and numerous others.
Site

Location

Beaubien Woods
Beaubien Woods Boat
Launch
Blue Star Woods
Cal‐Sag Channel

Chicago
Chicago

●

Glenview
Blue Island/Chicago

●

●

●

●

Calumet Woods Boat Riverdale
Launch
Canal Street Marina Chicago
Chicago Botanic
Garden
Chick Evans Golf
Course
Chipilly Woods

Instream Riparian

Upland
●
●

●
●

Glencoe

●

Morton Grove

●

Northbrook

●
●

Chicago
Clark Park
Clayton Smith Woods Chicago

●

Cooper’s Hawk Grove Crestwood
Palos Hills
Evanston
Winnetka

●

Forest Glen Woods
Joe Orr Woods
Julia C. Lathrop
Homes

Chicago
Chicago Heights
Chicago

●

●

●
●

Kickapoo Woods

Riverdale

●

●

LaBagh Woods

Chicago

●

●

Linne Woods
Little Calumet River

Morton Grove
Chicago/Dixon/
Dolton/Riverdale
Chicago

●

●

●

●

Chicago
Mathew Bieszczat
26
Volunteer Resource
Center
McClaughrey Springs Palos Township
Woods

Invasive plants removed
Osprey nesting platform installed
Invasive plants removed
Channel catfishing nesting cavities
installed
Channel catfish released
Invasive plants remov and native
plants installed
Osprey nesting platform installed
Bat maternity colony installed
Turtle nesting specific restoration
Invasive plants removed
Invasive plants removed
Bat maternity colony installed

Crooked Creek
Dyche Stadium
Erickson Woods

Main Stem, Chicago
River

Project/Program Description

●

●

●

●

●
●

Invasive plants removed
Native plant garden installed
Osprey nesting platform installed
Invasive plants removed
Bat maternity colony installed
Instream native plant installation,
carp mesh installed, pilot floating
habitat islands installed
Invasive plants removed, bat
maternity colony installed
Invasive plants removed, native
shrubs planted
Invasive plants removed
Channel catfish nesting cavities
installed
Floating wetlands (Fish Hotel then
the Jetty) installed, fish lunkers
installed, limentic curtains installed,
channel catfish released
Invasive plants and shrubs removed,
Friends
of plants
the Chicago
native
seed and
installedRiver
Invasive plants removed

Homes
Kickapoo Woods

Riverdale

LaBagh Woods

Chicago

Linne Woods
Little Calumet River
Site

Morton Grove
Chicago/Dixon/
Location
Dolton/Riverdale
Main
Stem,
Chicago Chicago
Beaubien
Woods
River
Beaubien
Woods Boat Chicago

Launch
Blue Star Woods
Cal‐Sag Channel
Mathew Bieszczat
Volunteer
Resource
Calumet Woods
Boat
Center
Launch
McClaughrey
Springs
Canal Street Marina
Woods
Middlefork
Savanna
Chicago Botanic
Garden
Mill
ChickCreek
Evans Golf
Course
North
ChipillyBranch
Woodsof the
Chicago River
North
Shore Channel
Clark Park
Clayton Smith Woods

carp mesh installed, pilot floating
habitat islands installed

●

Glenview
Blue Island/Chicago
Chicago
Riverdale

Palos
Park
Morton
Grove
Chicago
Northbrook
Chicago/Evanston/
Chicago
Skokie
Chicago

●

●

●

●

●

●
Instream
Riparian

Upland

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

Palos
Township
Chicago
Lake
Forest
Glencoe

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

Cooper’s Hawk Grove Crestwood
Deerfield
Prairie Wolf Slough
Crooked Creek
Dyche Stadium
Erickson Woods
River Oaks Woods
River
ForestPark
Glen Woods

Joe Orr Woods
Riverbank Neighbors
Julia C. Lathrop
Homes

Palos Hills
Evanston
Winnetka
South Holland
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago Heights
Chicago
Chicago

Ronan Park

Chicago

Kickapoo Woods

Riverdale

Skokie Lagoons
LaBagh Woods

Glenview
Chicago

Linne Woods
Little Calumet River

Morton Grove
Chicago/Dixon/
Dolton/Riverdale
Northbrook
Chicago
Thornton

Somme Woods
Main Stem, Chicago
Thorn Creek
River
Wampum Lake
Woods
Watersmeet
Woods
Mathew Bieszczat

Thornton

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●

●

●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●

●

Northfield
Chicago

Volunteer Resource
Riverdale
Whistler Woods
Center
McClaughrey Springs Palos Township
Woods
Middlefork Savanna Lake Forest
Mill Creek

●

Palos Park

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

Wildlife
Conservation
Landscape Restoration Framework Plan
North Branch
of the &Chicago
●
Chicago River
North Shore Channel Chicago/Evanston/
Skokie

●

●

●

Invasive plants removed, bat
maternity colony installed
Invasive plants removed, native
shrubs planted
Invasive plants removed
Channel catfish nesting cavities
Project/Program Description
installed
Floating
(Fish Hotel then
Invasive wetlands
plants removed
the
Jetty)
installed,
fish lunkers
Osprey nesting platform
installed
installed, limentic curtains installed,
channel catfish
released
Invasive
plants removed
Channel catfishing nesting cavities
Invasive
installed plants and shrubs removed,
native
seed
and released
plants installed
Channel
catfish
Invasive
Invasive plants
plants removed
remov and native
plants installed
Landscape
restoration
Osprey nesting
platform installed
Creek
reconnected
toinstalled
Cal‐Sag
Bat maternity
colony
Channel
Channel
catfishspecific
nestingrestoration
cavities
Turtle nesting
installed
Channel
catfishremoved
nesting cavities
Invasive plants
installed,
channel
catfish and
Invasive plants removed
northern pike released emergent
plants
installedcolony installed
Bat maternity
Invasive plants, shrubs, tree
removed;
natives
installed, drain
Invasive plants
removed
tiles removed, sluice gate installed,
Native plant garden installed
trails developed
Osprey nesting platform installed
Invasive plants removed
Dam removed, native plants
Invasive plants removed
installed
Bat maternity colony installed
Landscape restoration, boat launch
Instream native plant installation,
added, trails developed, fish lunkers
carp mesh installed, pilot floating
installed
habitat islands installed
Invasives removed, native plants
installed trail development
Invasive plants removed, bat
maternity colony installed
Osprey nesting platform installed,
Invasive plants removed, native
bat maternity colony installed,
shrubs planted
turtle specific invasives cleared and
Invasive plants removed
natives reseeded
Channel catfish nesting cavities
installed
Invasive plants cleared
Floating wetlands (Fish Hotel then
Turtle habitat specific invasive
the Jetty) installed, fish lunkers
plants, shrubs and tree removal
installed, limentic curtains installed,
Turtle habitat specific invasive
channel catfish released
plants, shrubs and tree removal
Turtle habitat specific invasive
Invasive plants and shrubs removed,
plants, shrubs and tree removal
native seed and plants installed
Invasive plants cleared, bat
maternity colony installed
Invasive plants removed
Landscape restoration
Creek reconnected to Cal‐Sag
Channel
Channel catfish nesting cavities 27
installed
Channel catfish nesting cavities
installed, channel catfish and

Case Study 1:
Uper North Branch Dam Removal

Dam in process of removal.

In 2002, Friends and the Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) targeted four dams on
the Chicago River system for removal to allow fish migration between an additional 55 miles of the
river system. The most hydrologically significant was the North Branch Dam on Chicago’s north side
which was constructed in 1910 at the confluence of the North Branch of the Chicago River and the
North Shore Channel by the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District (MWRD). Its purpose was to
control erosion and flooding, drain marshy areas north of Chicago, and use Lake Michigan water to
dilute pollution in the downstream waterways.
In 2006 Friends published The North Branch Dam Fish Passage Alternatives Assessment Report, an
engineering analysis of the dam, fish habitat, and river hydraulics. The report recommended removing
the dam to benefit aquatic life. The findings led the MWRD to model a combined canoe chute/
fish passage with the University of Illinois, completed in 2009. In 2011 Friends launched our River
Reconnection Coalition with the Chicago Park District, Forest Preserves of Cook County (FPCC),
IDNR, MWRD and U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. In 2012 Illinois Governor Pat Quinn expanded his
support for dam removal and launched a statewide dam removal initiative. These efforts influenced
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ River Riparian Connectivity & Habitat Project, an environmental
assessment released in 2016 which included a call for the dam to be removed.
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As a result in the summer of 2018, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in partnership with the Chicago
Park District and MWRD:
•

Removed the four foot dam and concrete that lined the streambed upstream

•

Installed naturalistic riffles, stepped pools, cobbles, gravel, and sand

•

Restored 14 acres of riverbank and five acres of aquatic beds by removing invasive species and
planting native vegetation

•

Provided fish and mussel access to upstream habitat

Dam removal benefits include removing obstructions to upstream and downstream migration;
restoring natural riverine habitat; restoring natural seasonal flow variations; eliminating siltation of
spawning and feeding habitat above the dam; allowing debris, small rocks and nutrients to pass below
the dam; reducing unnatural temperature variations; and increasing paddler safety.

Image of new riffle structure, view from River Park.

Image of new riffle structure, view from instream.

Image of new stabilized and naturalized slope.
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Case Study 2:
Fish Passage from the Cal-Sag Channel to Mill Creek

Photo of Mill Creek concrete removal process.

Due to development, water pollution, dredging, and river engineering, the Chicago River system has a
lack of quality instream habitat. Most of the small tributary streams that flowed into it have been filled
in or cut off by human-made physical structures that prevent the natural migration of fish and other
aquatic life.
One such stream is Mill Creek which flowed into a slough that laid in the path of the Cal-Sag Channel
which was dug between 1911 and 1922. The two and half mile stream was known to be high quality
with stonefly and caddisfly larvae present but only seven species of fish and limited mussel species.
In 2017 Friends of the Chicago River and IDNR secured a Chi-Cal Rivers Fund grant to reconnect
the creek. Working with IDNR and a team of structural engineers and environmental restoration
professionals, we:
•

Removed two limestone shelves

•

Modified the concrete under the pedestrian bridge

•

Constructed a series of naturalistic riffles and pools

•

Conducted a preconstruction fish survey with the Forest Preserves of Cook County, Metropolitan
Water Reclamation District (MWRD), and the U.S. Department of Agriculture which found seven
species in Mill Creek, including bluegill, central stoneroller, creek chub, goldfish, green sunfish,
largemouth bass, and white sucker
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•

Conducted a fish survey two months after construction which established that five additional
species had already entered the creek including a bluegill/green sunfish hybrid, channel catfish,
common carp, pumpkinseed, and spotfin shiner

•

Conducted preconstruction surveys of mussels with MWRD. Mussels are an important food
source for otters, raccoons, muskrats, egrets, and some species of fish. They are also natural
filters, feeding on algae, plankton, and silt.

•

Replaced trees and shrubs removed for construction

•

Installed native species plugs of great bulrush, fox sedge, fowl manna grass, swamp milkweed,
swamp rose mallow, and water willow

Surveys will continue to document expected increases in fish and mussel populations.

Restored stream bed, after concrete removal and naturalization.

Fish sampling after project completion.

Image of stream connection, after restoration.
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Case Study 3:
Land Restoration for Turtle Nesting Habitat

Invasive removal process.

The settlement related degradation of riparian areas along the Chicago River system has resulted in
the extensive growth of woody invasive plants along the banks which limit the number of locations
where female turtles can go to nest. These thick-stemmed plants, such as Japanese honeysuckle and
European buckthorn, block sunlight, outcompete native plants, and serve as barriers in the spring
and summer when turtles are in search of suitable areas to dig holes and lay their eggs. Complicating
matters, the limited places with the proper conditions tend to be along dangerous roads and trails,
leading to exposure and disturbance by humans and/or are known to marauders such as raccoons and
opossum, and a high percentage of the eggs and baby turtles are predated.
To address this dire situation, Friends of the Chicago River in partnership with the Forest Preserves of
Cook County (FPCC) developed a turtle nesting habitat project to provide new nesting locations away
from predators and people alike. Working with FPCC wildlife biologists to help ensure these reptiles
future success in our area, using private philanthropy since 2014 we have:
•

Identified five river edge forest preserve sites out of the flood plain where soil types can support
successful turtle nesting

•

Removed invasive plant material from 135 acres across the five sites, either by hand cutting or
mowing
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•

Provided follow up herbicide treatment on all sites for resprout control

•

Increased the amount of stormwater infiltrated by over 2.1 million gallons for every one inch per
one hour rain event since

Crucially, these projects have illustrated that post-restoration, the female turtles are able to traverse
the area for their reproductive needs. Friends and the FPCC with USDA attached transmitter tracking
devices to turtles at three different sites and it was illustrated that the turtles move into the newly
cleared areas within the same year.
FPCC staff monitored the nests at these location and found that as a result of this effort hatching
success went from zero to 60% across all locations. In addition, the removal of the invasive
vegetation allows for the return of a wide variety of beneficial native grasses and forbs which are the
foundation of a healthy ecosystem.

Map showing recorded turtle movements in restored lands.
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Case Study 4:
Restoration of Prairie Wolf Slough

Image of Prairie Wolf Slough after restoration.

One of the early projects that resulted from the Chicago River Demonstration Project established
by Friends and the National Park Service in 1993 to enhance the Chicago River system through
community-based activities was the restoration of Prairie Wolf Slough.
The 42-acre site, located along the Middle Fork in Deerfield, Illinois, was likely a mixture of wetland,
prairie, and savanna, but early European setters installed drainage tiles to move water off the land into
the river. The tiles made the land suitable for farming but increased flooding downstream.
Working in partnership with Illinois EPA, Lake County Forest Preserve District, Lake County
Stormwater Management Commission, US Army Corps of Engineers, US Fish and Wildlife Service,
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service, and Urban Resources Partnership, the site was
transformed into a healthy ecosystem and the partners:
•

Restored 14 acres of oak savanna and 28 acres of wetland and wet prairie involving the planting
of more than 50,000 wetland plants

•

Created a loop trail connected to existing county land trails

•

Integrated effective involvement of federal and local resource managers
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•

Involved more than 700 volunteers and established a strong local volunteer network to maintain
the site

•

Enhanced wildlife habitat for a variety of plant and animal species, including ducks, herons,
muskrats, frogs, turtles, sedge wrens and northern harriers

•

Built a connection to downstream Deerfield High School, the development of a river edge trail,
and native plant restoration at the school

•

Increase rainwater infiltration to one million gallons per one inch per hour rain event

Prairie Wolf Slough’s restoration success earned a National Wetlands Award sponsored by the
Environmental Law Institute and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Image of Prairie Wolf Slough after restoration.
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Initial Connectivity Opportunities Analysis
The intended outcome of this process is to identify specific strategies to expand the function of the
Chicago River system as a biologically diverse ecosystem of permeable landscapes. This document
provides a snapshot of Friends’ initial research and analysis of the existing urban habitat network.
Broadly focused, this initial effort is intended to prepare Friends for future work, by cataloging the
data, mapping, and innovative best management practices being used by our peers throughout North
America.

Study Area
This wildlife connectivity analysis is focused on the Chicago River system and surrounding urban
landscape which includes hundreds of miles of waterways, channels, canals, streams, and creeks.
This study is primarily interested in the areas within a half mile of the river corridor, but will also
investigate other areas within the associated sub-watersheds. The sub-watersheds together cover an
area of roughly 1,000 square miles in the region, including most of City of Chicago and numerous
suburban municipalities in Cook, DuPage, and Lake Counties.

Cooked Creek, Forest Preserves of Cook County
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Fundamental Concepts for Wildlife Connectivity
The scientific basis for conducting wildlife corridor connectivity planning is supported by two core
ecological concepts that are widely used in urban wildlife research [8]. The first concept is the theory
of “island biogeography” which was originally used for understanding the unique ecology of habitat
found on remote islands, but is now widely used as a technique for understanding how fragmented
urban habitats function. According to the research related to island biogeography, when populations
become isolated they are more vulnerable to local extinctions. It is nearly impossible to reestablish a
population on an isolated habitat “patch” (small round or square habitat node). In contrast, based on
numerous studies, it is found that if a habitat patch remains connected to other small habitat patches,
repopulation and expanded biodiversity is possible. Island biogeography research studies provide
useful standards for the size, configuration, and landscape types needed for connectivity corridors [2;
8; 10; 11; 12; 21].
The second fundamental concept for urban wildlife connectivity is “metapopulation theory.”
Connectivity between larger habitat patches is critical to providing the wildlife population interaction
that is needed to maintain genetic diversity and therefore population resiliency and sustainability [8].
Isolated groups of wildlife lead to ecosystem imbalances. An often used example of this is the 1994
project to reintroduce wolves to Yellowstone National Park that aimed to control elk population.
This project led to unexpected increases in other seemingly unrelated species, due to re-balancing
of the checks and balances in the ecosystem. Reduced populations of grazing species resulted in the
re-establishment of shrubs and other plants as well as the wildlife that live in those areas. An overabundance of one level of the food chain can lead to ecological instability, habitat depletion, and local
extinctions [11]. Habitat connectivity corridors allow for movement between habitat patches, genetic
mixing, and help to maintain ecological equilibrium. Metapopulation theory helps us understand the
population dynamics of species in fragmented urban habitat networks [8].

Wildlife Conservation & Landscape Restoration Framework Plan
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Connected
patches

Connectivity
Corridors

Edge
Conditions
Isolated / at risk
patch

Habitat Hubs
>30 Acres

Considerations for Planning Connectivity Corridors
The concept of habitat patches is important for extrapolating the positive changes we can make to
support increased success of urban spaces for wildlife species. For example, it has been revealed that
the extent of edge conditions plays a significant role in how successfully urban wildlife is able to use
a habitat patch. Some species, that are very sensitive to human interference, require wide corridors
that have more square proportions and therefore limited edge habitat conditions. Other species, such
as coyotes, will make use of narrow and long habitats for movement [8]. A high-level summary of
these types of strategies is provided below:

Physical Characteristics of Corridors, Hubs, and Patches
•

Habitat “hubs” or primary habitat patches need to be larger than 30 acres, at the very minimum, to
be useful for a variety of urban species [8].

•

Short and wide connections and stepping stones of square or circular shaped patches serve more
species than long and narrow corridors. Wider corridors allow for the most flexibility and serve
the most species [2; 8].

•

Small patches interspersed between larger patches provide stepping stones for wildlife movement
[13].

•

Tree cover provided by residential yards, street trees, pocket parks, and other areas helps urban
areas function more like beneficial forest fragments [8].
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•

Buffers are important to the success of a connectivity corridor or patch [2].

•

Native vegetation and structural landscape diversity is important [8].

•

Corridors greater than 100 meters wide are the most beneficial [2, 8].

•

Multiple corridor options are better than just one route, this provides wildlife the ability to avoid
temporary conflicts and predators [2; 13].

Types and Locations for Connectivity Corridors and Patches
•

Back yards, street trees, right-of-ways, and green roofs can all provide expanded landscape
permeability in urban areas [8].

•

The density and placement of landscape is species dependent, and a variety of habitat types is
recommended. In other words, not all species need heavily forested areas, some also require open
meadows, wetlands, and other connectivity feature types [4; 10; 17; 18].

•

Connectivity within the river should not be limited to the main stream itself, but should also
include adjacent water bodies, marshes, and other hydrologic systems to allow for a variety of
aquatic habitat conditions [9].

•

Edge conditions of urban sites are important to the success of a habitat patch or corridor [8].

Behavioral Needs of Wildlife
•

Every species has different movement requirements and behaviors. Corridors and patches should
be designed to respond to these needs [4; 10; 17; 18].

•

Larger mammals benefit most from habitat protection and enlargement, smaller mammals can
benefit from smaller linkage corridors [19].

•

Smaller species also have smaller gap thresholds that they are able to cross [19].

•

Wildlife behaviors change seasonally, corridor strategies should adapt to these changes [19].

•

Birds are highly mobile and can make use of many types of corridors, mammals are less mobile,
and amphibians require the most care when planning for habitat connectivity [19].

•

Water temperature is critical for aquatic species. Tree cover and shade are important components
to a healthy instream habitat patch [8; 19].

•

Focal species categories include large, medium, small mammals, amphibious, aquatic, aerial, etc.
These can be used to cluster strategies and assess the potential success of a connectivity patch [7].
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Threats to Wildlife Movement
The Chicago River system, as an urban waterway, presents many challenges for wildlife. These
include increasingly subdivided natural areas, pollution, unconstrained invasive species, roadways
and paved areas, and disturbances from noise and vibration [19]. More sensitive wildlife species such
as amphibians are the least equipped to be able to respond to urban challenges, other species that can
live in a wide variety of habitat types are more flexible [8,19]. Some of the key barriers to consider
and avoid when planning for improved wildlife connectivity include [2; 4; 8; 13; 18; 19]:
•

Roadways, Roadway Effects, and Paved Areas: Paved roadways make up a significant part of
the open land area in the Chicago River watershed. Roadways and paved areas are often barriers
for wildlife movement and significant hazards contributing to wildlife mortality. Wildlife also
avoid roadways due to reduced air quality, increased water pollution, and noise. This in turn
decreases the functional area of habitat patches by increasing the edge condition. Reptiles and
amphibians are especially at risk from the effects of roadways.

•

Noise Pollution: Research on the effects of urban noise on species has shown that noise pollution
can contribute to habitat avoidance, reduced reproductive success, biodiversity, and wildlife
communication. Studies have also shown that noise pollution can be buffered by landscaping and
other structures in ways that do not otherwise block wildlife movement.

•

Artificial Light: Artificial light sources in cities take on many forms including streets lights,
building interior and exterior illumination, and glare from reflected light. Artificial light attracts
some species and repels others based on ingrained biological responses. This can negatively
impact species ability to safely navigate through space and increase mortality rates. Artificial
lighting can also change wildlife behavior and confuse regular nocturnal patterns in many species.

•

Invasive Species: In general, native plants support a healthier urban ecosystem by reducing the
spread of non-native wildlife, increasing insects and other food sources, and sustaining habitat
growth with lower maintenance needs. Because most of our urban green spaces are re-growth
conditions after human development has occurred, invasive plant species are a common and
persistent challenge to increasing the positive function of habitat patches.
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Transportation Corridors (source: CMAP)
Transportation Corridors
Watershed Boundaries
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Urban Opportunity Zones
Based on research findings, Friends of the Chicago River has outlined potential improvements to river
wildlife connectivity, which vary depending the land type characterization of the surrounding urban
context. For example, low density residential areas with private yards are easily adapted to provide
small habitat stepping stones and stopovers for many types of birds and small mammals. These
opportunities can be realized through creative landscape ordinances that encourage diverse native
plantings. In the downtown core, with limited large open spaces, a different approach is required.
Strategies in this zone might include: creating green roofs, implementing bird-friendly design
practices for buildings, building native planted streetscapes, and naturalizing utility corridors. These
small-scale interventions provide safe environments for habitat moving from large habitat hubs to the
next large habitat hub. In general, we have identified the following general urban land types / density
zones, and their corresponding strategies for wildlife connectivity.

Trails and
Greenways

Preserves and
Woodlands

Green Roofs

Utility
Corridors

Urban Parks

Residential Yards

Waterways
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Urban Land Types / Density Zones

Urban Core
Opportunities:
Instream constructed habitats
River edge naturalization
Microhabitats built with new development
Native streetscapes
Bird friendly design for buildings
Green roofs

Suburban
Opportunities:
Residential yard habitats
Greenways / corridors
Golf course naturalization projects
Underpass / overpass connections
Wetlands stewardship and restoration
Open space protection

Urban Neighborhoods
Opportunities:
Expanded natural areas in parks
Invasive removal / native restoration
Native planted streetscapes and gardens
Expanded tree canopy / urban forestry
Utility, trail, and transportation corridors
Restoration of vacant properties

Protected Natural Areas
Opportunities:
Invasive clearning and restoration in
preserves
Habitat stewardship / monitoring
Long term land management and
protection of large open spaces
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Conceptual Land Type Characterization
Urban Core
Urban Neighborhoods
Suburban
Major Protected Natural Area Clusters
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Connectivity Opportunity Maps
The mapping analysis of potential corridors is a critical component of the process for creating
improved landscape permeability. The importance of using maps and other GIS tools was reinforced
by the many other successful corridor plans that Friends’ reviewed. Maps have limits though, as they
are only abstract representations of the complexity of our urban ecological systems. If used correctly
they can provide a geospatial basis for the discussion and a jumping-off point for more detailed field
work.
For this initial project phase, we have built our analysis on Friends’ recently completed Public Land
Assessment (PLA) mapping tool, which is comprised of data layers that were provided by local
environmental planning partners, including:
•

Chicago Wilderness

•

Cook County Property Database

•

Friends of the Forest Preserves

•

Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago

•

Openlands

•

The Peggy Notebaert Nature Museum

•

The Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning

•

Urban Wildlife Institute

•

U.S. Department of Agriculture

This data was filtered to focus on relevant information that would influence wildlife connectivity,
including layers that represent opportunities for wildlife movement (such as remnant oak habitats)
and others that could be considered barriers or hazards for wildlife (highways and arterial streets).
The results shown on the following pages summarize our initial findings. Preliminary focus areas
have also been identified, which will serve as the basis for the next steps of the project.
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Watershed Land Uses (source: CMAP)

Residential - Multifamily
Residential - Single Family
Green Space (Public and Private)
Commercial
Institutional
Industrial
Transporation / Utility Corridors
Watershed Boundaries
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Public and Private Open Spaces and Vacant Property (source: Friends, PLA)
Open Space
Vacant Property
Watershed Boundaries
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Naturally Sloped Shorelines (source: Friends, PLA)
Naturally Sloped Shorelines
Watershed Boundaries
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Remnant Oak Habitats (source: Chicago Region Trees Initiative)
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Single Family Homes (source: CMAP)
Residential - Single Family
Watershed Boundaries
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Wildlife Connectivity Corridor Focus Areas
FOCUS AREA 1
SUBURBAN

FOCUS AREA 2
URBAN NEIGHBORHOODS

FOCUS AREA 3
URBAN CORE

FOCUS AREA 4
URBAN CORE

FOCUS AREA 6
URBAN NEIGHBORHOODS

FOCUS AREA 5
SUBURBAN
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Focus Area 1 (Suburban Land Type / Density Zone)

Wildlife Connectivity Corridor
Potential Improvement Area
30 acre minimum habitat hubs
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Focus Area 2 (Urban Neighborhoods Land Type / Density Zone)

Wildlife Connectivity Corridor
Potential Improvement Area
30 acre minimum habitat hubs
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Focus Area 3 (Urban Core Land Type / Density Zone)

Wildlife Connectivity Corridor
Potential Improvement Area
30 acre minimum habitat hubs
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Focus Area 4 (Urban Core Land Type / Density Zone)

Wildlife Connectivity Corridor
Potential Improvement Area
30 acre minimum habitat hubs
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Focus Area 5 (Suburban Land Type / Density Zone)

Wildlife Connectivity Corridor
Potential Improvement Area
30 acre minimum habitat hubs
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Focus Area 6 (Urban Neighborhoods Land Type / Density Zone)

Wildlife Connectivity Corridor
Potential Improvement Area
30 acre minimum habitat hubs
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What’s Next
The next phase of this project will use the goals and strategies outlined by this Framework Plan and
the information gathered through the Public Lands Assessment (PLA) and our research of other
wildlife movement planning research to dive deeper into identifying species specific connectivity
strategies and opportunities. To accomplish these goals, Friends will organize a series of charrettes
which will engage a diverse group of scientific experts in the fields of urban habitat planning, wildlife
movement tracking, and species specific biology. We will also continue to build our knowledge
base by enhancing the information found in the Public Lands Assessment with the expertise of our
partners, peer organizations, and other resources. The charrette process will include the following
tasks:
•

Confirm the draft focal species list.

•

Identify species specific connectivity needs.

•

Refine corridor opportunity maps, habitat hubs, patches, and focus areas.

•

Compare mapping data to real world field data and wildlife tracking information.

•

Outline and assess alternative solutions for achieving connectivity goals.

The charrettes will also include mapping of existing restoration efforts, planned projects, and
proposed sites from Friends and our partners to provide a database of current improvements that are
underway. The charrette outcomes will be recorded in Chicago River System Wildlife Connectivity
Corridor Maps (WCC Maps). The WCC Maps will be focused on identifying missing links in the
current regional system with a goal of creating a restoration road map for improving the health and
permeability of river related natural areas.
Once the WCC Maps have been completed and reviewed, we will use those boundaries to focus our
on-the-ground restoration work and to form the foundation of an outreach campaign with river edge
municipalities and other property owners. Specific projects will be outlined in an implementationfocused Chicago River System Wildlife Action Plan. The Wildlife Action Plan will catalogue existing
efforts and identify targeted sites for new restoration efforts (based on the WCC maps) to realize our
vision for a continuous blue-green corridor. The Wildlife Action Plan will include:
•

A matrix of prioritized improvement projects.

•

Identification of partners, a literature review, and a national and international survey of similar
initiatives and resources.

•

Tracking metrics, environmental impact measures, and other opportunities for recording of
multiple the benefits of these efforts (resiliency, urban ecology, air/water quality, and public
health).

•

Model municipal code examples and draft language to provide to municipal and agency partners.

•

Public engagement and outreach materials.

•

A work plan and timeline for each project to track progress.
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•

Outline issues, opportunities, and data sources for the project.

•

Provide initial analysis to identify specific project focus areas.

•

Compile existing data, and revisit past projects.

•

Research case studies and best practices.

•

Map high level project opportunity areas.

Phase 2: Expert Charrettes
•

Test / review concepts with expert partners.

•

Gather additional data on existing projects and efforts.

Phase 3: Wildlife Corridor Connectivity Maps
•

Refine strategies to focus on the most realistic opportunities.

•

Provide detailed map based implementation plan for future
restoration projects.

Phase 4: Chicago River System Wildlife
		Action Matrix
•

Provide a detailed project implementation list to guide grant funding
and restoration project allocation.

•

Outline resources to support specific project implementation.

•

Provide project success tracking tools.
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The mission of Friends of the Chicago River is to improve and protect
the Chicago River system for people, plants, and animals.
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